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Teacher Feature 
Meet Michelle Provenzano

What is your yoga background? My first yoga class was in a candlelit 
apartment in Washington, D.C. at age fifteen. We took our shoes off, lay on 
our backs with legs raised, and did lots of belly contracting -- “breath of fire.”  
Years later, I took yoga at the campus gym when cycling and smoking 
cigarettes did not relieve graduate school stresses.  During artist residencies in 
Japan and the Netherlands, I copied poses from books in my studio.  I 
progressed to Iyengar, thinking that I needed discipline, migrated toward the 
heart-melting sweetness of Anusara, and finally found “home” at OM in New 
York City. OM, Cyndi Lee’s Vinyasa with alignment attention and a Buddhist 
mindfulness of not-too-tight, not-too-loose, is where I teacher trained.  I began 
meditation courses at the Shambhala Center and the Interdependence 
Project.  Sun & Moon gifted me the brilliance of Erich Schiffmann.  By God, 
what a loving soul!  So, from playing around to the analytical - “Don’t fart, it’s 
Iyengar!” all the way through to Sun & Moon, I have found my new “home.”

But, how did you find Sun & Moon? In January, no longer able to afford living 
in New York, I moved to Virginia to regroup and live with family.  The day I 
arrived, my aunt handed me a scrap of paper penned with Sun & Moon’s 
address by a woman whom she works with who touts the studio.  Alex 
welcomed me first along with several of her students!  Their warmth and immediate acceptance impressed me, 
as did Amir, who refused my extended hand insisting on barrel-hugging, and Annie, who offered me a class 
seconds after we shared indiscreet teenage mischief. Awesome!  These are my people! 

Why do you think hands-on assisting is an important part of your teaching? Being hands-on is an excellent way to 
impress safe alignment and express compassion. I am also a big fan of verbal cues, having students touch their 
own bodies and partnering.  I also understand and respect boundaries when students prefer not to be touched.  
My own experience being assisted has led to greater self-acceptance.  It takes courage to accept help.

What would you like your students to learn? 1. You are gorgeous! 2. You already have all the wisdom you need. 
3. I teach what I am also working on.

 
Describe a challenging circumstance when yoga came in handy. As much as I would love to wax on about how 
yoga has helped me realize ambitious projects or cope with devastating loss, it is the everyday witness of 
preparing food, commuting, and people interaction that inspire my commitment.  The realization that pedestrian 
moments nourish has been hardy and revelatory.

Before yoga? Drawing from life was my first real practice. Responding to what is in front of you with eyes, hand, 
and pen on paper takes the same focused concentration and 
awareness as meditation.  My high school art teacher, Oroon Barnes, 
encouraged me to go to the community college on Saturdays to draw  
nude models.  With zero instruction on anatomy, I learned to self-direct 
my efforts freely and fearlessly.  Even when nothing else made any 
sense, drawing was and continues to be a refuge. 

Best revelation while on the mat? Christie Clark suggests that the quest 
for self-improvement is a form of self-aggression. After embracing this 
idea, my penchant for visiting the self-help section in bookstores was 
quashed for life, and replaced by an attraction to Buddhism. I really 
woke up to the idea that we are entirely responsible for our own 
actions, that we can pony up and not play victim, and we can put 
kindness to work with what we have. 

What do you do when your students are resting in savasana?
Make sure everyone looks supported and restful, send loving kindness 
to each student, consider my next meal, return to my breath…
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